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Abstract 

An F77 package for feed-forward artificial neural network data processing, JETNET 3.0, is presented. It 
represents a substantial extension and generalization of an earlier release, JETNET 2.0. The package, which 
consists of a set of subroutines, is focused on multilayer perceptron architectures. As compared to earlier 
versions it contains a variety of minimization options, measures for monitoring the learning process, limited 
precision emulation, etc. Also, the reader is provided with a set of guidelines for when to use the different 
options. 

PROGRAM SUMMARY 

Title of program: JETNET version 3.0 

Catalogue number: ACTP 

Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen's 
University of Belfast, N. Ireland (see application form in 
this issue), or from denni@thep.lu.se; also via anonymous 
ftp from thep.lu.s,  in directory pub/Jetnet/ or from 
freehep.scri.fsu.edu in directory freehep/analysis/ 
j ether. 

Licensing provisions: none 

Computer for which the program is designed: DEC Alpha, 
DECstation, SUN, Apollo, VAX, IBM, Hewlett-Paekard, 
and others with a F77 compiler 
Computer: DEC Alpha 3000; Installation: Department of 
Theoretical Physics, University of Lund, Lund, Sweden 

Operating system: DEC OSF 1.3 

Elsevier Science B.V. 
SSDI 01 10-4655 (94)00018-W 

Programming language used: FORTRAN 77 

Memory required to execute with typical data: ~. 90k words 

No. of bits in a word: 32 

Peripherals used: terminal for input, terminal or printer for 
output 

No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 
5755 

Keywords: pattern recognition, jet identification, data anal- 
ysis, artificial neural network 

Nature of physical problem 
Challenging pattern recognition and non-linear modeling 
problems within high energy physics, ranging from off-line 
and on-line patton (or other constituent) identification 
tasks to accelerator beam control. Standard methods for 
such problems are typically confined to linear dependencies 
like Fischer discriminants, principal components analysis 
and ARMA models. 
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Method of solution 
Artificial neural networks (ANN) constitute powerful non- 
linear extensions of the conventional methods. In partic- 
ular feed-forward multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks 
are widely used due to their simplicity and excellent per- 
formance. The F77 package JETNET 2.0 [ 1 ] implemented 
"vanilla" versions of such networks using the back-propag- 
ation updating rule, and included a self-organizing map 
algorithm as well. The present version, Jr.TNET 3.0, is 
backwards compatible with older versions and contains 
a number of powerful elaborate options for updatiiag and 
analyzing MLP networks. A set of rules-of-thumb on when, 
why and how to use the various options is presented in this 
manual and the relation between the underlying algorithms 
and standard statistical methods is pointed out. The self- 
organizing part is unchanged and is hence not described 
here. The JETNET 3.0 package consists of a number of sub- 
routines, most of which handle training and test data, that 
must be loaded with a main application specific program 
supplied by the user. Even though the package was origi- 
nally mainly intended for jet triggering applications [2-4], 
where it has been used with success for heavy quark tagging 
and quark-gluon separation, it is of general nature and can 
be used for any pattern recognition problem area. 

Restriction on the complexity of tile problem 
The only restriction of the complexity for an application 
is set by available memory and CPU time. For a problem 
that is encoded with ni input aodes, no output (feature) 
nodes, H layers of hidden no~tes with nh(j)(j = 1 ..... H) 
nodes in each layer, the program requires the storage of 
2Mc real numbers given by 

H-I 

= ninh(l) + ~nh ( j )nh ( j+ l )  + nh(H)no. Mc 
j= l  

Also, the neurons requires the storage of 4Mn real num- 
bers according to 

H 

ni + ~ nh(j) + no. Mn 
j= l  

In addition one of course needs to at least temporarily store 
the patterns; Mp = ni + no real numbers. 

If second order methods are employed, which keep track 
of past gradients, the storage requirement increases with 
2(Mc + Mn). If individual learning rates are used, it in- 
creases with an additional Mc + Mn. 

Typical running time 
Running the test-deck problem, which has Mc = 60 and 
Mn -- 16, for 100 epochs with 5000 training pattern presen- 
tations per epoch takes between 30 and 60 CPU-seconds on 
a DEC Alpha workstation 3000/400, depending on which 
method that is used. A real-world problem with Mc = 240 
and Mn = 34, using 3770 patterns and training for 1000 
epochs, takes 565 CPU-seconds on the same machine. 
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LONG WRITE-UP 

1. Introduction 

Feed-forward ANN have become increasingly popular over the last couple of years in feature 
recognition and function mapping problems in a wide area of applications. High energy physics 
(HEP) is no exception with its demanding on-line and off-line analysis tasks. To date, the most 
commonly used architectures and procedures are the multilayer perceptron (MLP) with back- 
propagation updating and self-organizing networks. Both these approaches were implemented in 
JETNET 2.0. For the self-organizing networks nothing is changed in JETNET 3.0 and we refer the 
reader to refs. [ 1,4] for information on this part. For the MLP the most important additions and 
changes concern additional learning algorithm variants, learning parameters and various tools for 
gauging performance and estimating error surfaces. 
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The following learning algorithms are included in JETNET 3.0: 
• standard gradient descent (back-propagation) [ 5 ]; 
• Langevin updating [ 6 ]; 
• conjugate gradient [ 7 ]; 
• scaled conjugate gradient [8 ]; 
• "Quickprop" [9]; 
• "Rprop" [ 10 ]. 
Also, among other things, the following options are included: 
• dynamic learning rates; 
• saturation measurement;  
• computat ion and monitoring of  Hessian eigenvalues; 
• l imited precision. 

Besides a full description of the functionality and the use of the various JETNET 3.0 subroutines 
this writeup also contains a set of  "rules-of-thumb" and guidelines on how to use the package in 
different situations. 

However, we emphasize that in addit ion to feature recognition and function mapping there are 
ANN applications in HEP that require feed-back networks, which are not included in this package. 
In particular, we think of  optimization networks used for track finding [ I l - I  6 ]. 

This write-up is organized as follows. In section 2 we very briefly discuss the basic steps and 
variants when using feed-forward networks for learning. Discussions and prescriptions on what 
methods to use in various situations are found in section 3. Some implementat ion issues with 
respect to JETNET 3.0 are contained in section 4. The program components  together with switch 
and parameter  descriptions are listed in section 5. Finally section 6 contains a list of technical 
restricions and section 7 a sample program. 

2. Learning in feed-forward artificial neural networks 

When analyzing experimental data the standard procedure is to make various cuts in observed 
kinematical variables Xk in order to single out desired features. A specific selection of  cuts corre- 
sponds to a particular set of feature functions oi = Fi (x l ,  x2 .... ) = Fi ( x )  in terms of  the kinematical 
variables Xk. This procedure is often not very systematic and quite tedious. Ideally one would like 
to have an automated optimal choice of  the functions Fi, which is exactly what feature recognition 
ANN aim at. For a feed-forward ANN the following form of  Fi is often chosen 

(1) 

which corresponds to the architecture of fig. 1. Here the "weights" coij and O)jk are the parameters 
to be fitted to the data distributions and g (x) is the non-linear neuron activation function,  typically 
of  the form 

g ( x )  = ½[1 + t anh (x ) ]  = (1 + e-2X) -1. (2) 

The bot tom layer ( input)  in Fig. 1 corresponds to sensor variables Xk and the top layer to the 
(output)  features oi (the feature functions F,.). The hidden layer enables non-linear modeling of 
the sensor data. Eq. (1) and fig. 1 are easily generalized to more than one hidden layer. 
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Fig. 1. A one hidden layer feed-forward neural network architecture. 

Using Eq. (2) for the output assumes that the output variables represent classes and are of 
binary nature. The same architecture can be used for real function mapping if oi are chosen linear, 
in which case the outermost g is removed from the left hand side of  (1). 

The weights toij and COjk are determined by minimizing an error measure of  the fit, e.g. a mean 
square error 

1 N. 
E = ~-~p E E ( O [ ' ) - t ? ) ) 2  (3) 

p = l  i 

between oi and the desired feature values ti (targets) with respect to the weights. In Eq. (3) 
(p) denotes patterns. For architectures with non-linear hidden nodes no exact procedure exists for 
minimizing the error and one has to rely on iterative methods, some of  which are described below. 

Once the weights have been fitted to the data in this way, using labeled data, the network should 
be able to model data it has never seen before. The ability of  the network to correctly model such 
unlabeled data is called generalization performance. 

When modeling data it is always crucial for the generalization performance that the number of 
data points well exceeds the number of parameters (in our case the number of  weights N~o). For a 
given set of  sensor variables this can be accomplished by 
• Preprocessing using e.g. principal component analysis. 
• Building in a priori known symmetries into the problem - "weight sharing". 
• Adding complexity terms to the error (Eq. (3)) to regularize the network. 
• Inspection of  the final network to remove redundant parameters. 
all of  which we will return to later. 

2.1. The back-propagation family 

Minimizing Eq. (3) with gradient descent is the least sophisticated but nevertheless in many 
cases a sufficient method. It amounts to updating the weights according to the back-propagation 
(BP) learning rule [5] 

O.)t+l = O-)t "t" Ac-ot, (4) 

where 

OEt 
Aoot = - r l - - ~  = -riVEt. (5) 
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Here to refers to the whole vector of weights and thresholds used in the network l 
A momentum term is often also added to stabilize the learning 

aE  
Atot+ 1 = --r/~-~ +otAtot ,  (6) 

where c~ < 1. 
Initial "flat-spot" problems and local minima can to a large extent be avoided by introducing 

noise to the gradient descent updating rule of Eq. (5). This is conveniently done by adding a 
properly normalized Gaussian noise term [6] 

Ato = - t l V E +  a, (7) 

which we refer to as Langevin updating, or by using the more crude non-strict gradient descent 
procedure provided by the Manhattan [ 17 ] updating rule 2 

Aco = - r / .  sgn ~-~ . (8) 

2.2. Second-order algorithms 

Gradient descent assumes a flat metric where the learning rate r/ in Eq. (5) is identical in all 
directions in co-space. This is usually not the optimal learning rate and it is wise to modify it 
according to the appropriate metric. Ideally one would like to use a second order method like the 
Newton rule, that optimizes the updating step along each direction according to 

Ato = -H-1VE,  (9) 

where H is the Hessian matrix 

H -- 0 2 E  - ~72E. (10) 
(~ coijco i' j '  

Unfortunately, computing the full Hessian for a network is too CPU and memory consuming to be 
of practical use. Also, H is often singular or ill-conditioned [ 18], in which case the Newton method 
breaks down. One therefore has to resort to approximate methods. 

Below, we discuss those approximate methods that are implemented in JETh-ET 3 . 0  - an extensive 
review of second order methods for ANN is found in [ 19 ]. 

2.2. I. Heuristic methods 
One well-known method to approximate the curvature information is the Quickprop (QP) 

algorithm [9 ], where the basic idea is to estimate the weight changes by assuming a parabolic shape 
for the error surface. The weight changes are then modified by the use of heuristic rules to ensure 
downhill motion at all times. Furthermore, a small constant e is added to the derivative g' (x) of 
the activation function to escape flat spots on the error surface. In short, the updating for each 
weight reads 

Acot+l = -~ lO(OcoEt+l  "OcoEt)OojEt+l + OtoEt+l Atot ,  (11) 
a~oEt - OcoEt + l 

Throughout this paper quantities written in sans-serif denote matrices and quantities written in boldface denote vectors. 
2 Note that this last equation refers to individual weights and not to the whole weight vector. 
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where O is the Heaviside step function and Ooze is the derivative of E with respect to the actual 
weight. This updating corresponds to a "switched" gradient descent with a parabolic estimate for 
the momentum term. To prevent the weights from growing too large, which indicates that QP is 
going wrong, a maximum scale is set on the weight update and it is recommended to use a weight 
decay term (see below). The algorithm is also restarted if the weights grow too large [20]. 

Another heuristic method, suggested by several authors [10,21,22], is the use of individual 
learning rates for each weight that are adjusted according to how "well" the actual weight is doing. 
Ideally, these individual learning rates adjust to the curvature of the error surface and reflect the 
inverse of the Hessian. In our view, the most promising of these schemes is Rprop [ 10]. Rprop 
combines the use of individual learning rates with the Manhattan updating rule, Eq. (8), adjusting 
the learning step for each weight according to 

= ~ Y+rho,t if OojEt+ 1 , OojEt > O, (12) 
?/oJ,t+ 1 

L 7-qo~,t i f  OtoEt+l • OtoEt < 0, 

w h e r e 0 < 7 _ <  1 <7+.  

2.2.2. Conjugate gradients 
A somewhat different technique to use the (approximately) correct metric, without direct compu- 

tation of the Hessian, is the method of conjugate gradients (CG), where E is iteratively minimized 
within separate one-dimensional subspaces of co-space (see e.g. Ref. [23]). The updating hence 
reads 

Ato t  = ~hdt, (13) 

where the step length q is chosen, by employing a line search, such that E is minimized along the 
direction d. The Hessian metric is taken into account by making the minimization directions d 
conjugate to each other such that 

dTHdt, cx (~tt'. (14) 

By using the negative gradient of E for the initial direction dl it is possible to get all the subsequent 
conjugate directions, without ever actually computing the Hessian, through 

d t + l  = -VEt+I  + f l td t ,  (15) 

where fl is chosen such that Eq. (14) is fulfilled. This technique is exact if E is a quadratic form 
and if all the minimizations within the subspaces are exact. However, since this is never the case, 
several methods have been suggested for how to compute the subsequent search directions. In 
JETNET 3 . 0  we  have implemented 

VEt+I • ( V E t + I  - VEt)/dr" (VEt - VEt+l ) Hestenes-Stiefel, 
fit ---- VEt+I " (VEt+I - VEt ) /VEt .  VEt Polak-Ribibre, (16) 

VEt+ 1 • VEt+ 1/VEt. VEt Fletcher-Reeves, 

plus a fourth one, Shanno, which is too complicated to include here. We refer the reader to [7] 
and [23] for a thorough discussion on these matters. 

The line search part of CG minimization can be tricky and there exists a variant, scaled conjugate 
gradient (SCG) [8], that avoids the line search by estimating the minimization step r/t through 

- d t "  V E t  ( 1 7 )  
th --  d t .  (s t  -I- 2tdt) '  
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where 7 is a fudge factor to make the denominator positive and s is a difference approximation of 
Hd. This SCG method is usually faster than normal CG. 

2.3. Interpretation o f  the results 

Even though the target values t in a classifying problem are binary, the output units in an MLP 
will not take values that are exactly 1 or 0. However, one can interpret these outputs in a very 
useful way; they correspond to Bayesian a posteriori probabilities [24] provided that: 
1.The training is accurate. 
2.The outputs are of 1-of-M-type (the task is coded such that only one output unit is "on" at a 

time). 
3.A mean square, cross entropy or Kullback error function is used. 
4.Training data points are selected with the correct a priori probabilities. 
This very important result enables the network outputs to be further processed in a controlled way. 
In the case of function mapping the output error can be estimated with standard methods based on 
distances to cluster centers in the training data. 

3. Guidelines and rules-of-thumb 

In this section we deal with the issue of when to use ANN as compared to more conventional 
approaches, together with guidelines on how to configure an MLP to obtain optimal results. The 
recommendations are based on experience and references in the literature. A few of the techniques 
and ideas discussed here are not implemented in JETNET 3.0 but we have nevertheless chosen to 
include them in our discussion due to their general interest. 

3.1. Choosing the model and its parameters 

3. I. 1. ANN versus other methods 
There are many different methods around for doing multivariate statistical analysis, function 

fitting or prediction tasks and ANN represents only a small subset of these. From a statistical 
modeling point of view, ANN models belong to the general class of non-parametric methods that do 
not make any assumption about the parametric form of the function they model. In this sense they 
are more powerful than parametric methods that try to fit reality into a specific parametric form. 
However, non-parametric methods like ANN contain more free parameters and hence require more 
training data than parametric ones in order to achieve good generalization performance [25 ]. 

Fortunately, for most HEP problems one has access to big data samples, making it possible 
to exploit the capabilities of non-parametric models like ANN. Tests of ANN versus standard 
methods on pattern recognition HEP problems are therefore in favour of ANN models [26-31 ]. 
Also, unbiased comparisons of ANN and non-ANN methods on prediction tasks are in favour of 
ANN [32]. 

Inevitably, the choice of method depends on many problem dependent factors. Is the problem 
complex enough to call for a non-parametric method like ANN? Is data easily available? Does 
the application require real-time execution? Hence, it is impossible to give a general rule on what 
strategy to follow (see e.g. Ref. [33] for a discussion of the subject). However, ANN methods have 
a number of features that make them particularly attractive: 
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• The output nodes (oi) are analytic functions of the arguments xi, if the activation function g is 
analytic. Derivatives with respect to the inputs can therefore be computed, which simplifies error 
estimation. 

• As discussed above the output nodes approximate the Bayes a posteriori probabilities [24], which 
are useful to make final decisions that minimize the overall risk [34]. 

• Sigmoid units are not "orthogonal" and two hidden units may well perform identical tasks, which 
to some extent avoids overfitting. Also, this property can be very practical and even desirable if 
the goal is to produce a distributed system that is robust to weight losses. By a "smart" addition of 
noise in the training process, the network can be forced to choose a solution where the information 
is maximally distributed among the weights [35]. 

• An ANN network is not a linear function of all its weights. This implies a very beneficial scaling 
property - for some functions and networks the learning curves are independent of the number 
of inputs [36]. 

Due to their generality, ANN methods also have some drawbacks, the most prominent one being 
long training times. Other statistical methods learn in general much quicker. For instance, models 
with "orthogonal" units (e.g. polynomial ones) may just need one inversion of a matrix in order 
to be trained. 

It is sometimes argued that statistical non-parametric methods, like decision trees etc., are 
preferable to ANN models since the former are easier to interpret. We disagree with this view. With 
the aid of a self-organizing network it is quite easy to interpret an ANN model [4]. 

3.1.2. Choice of  ANN model 

Classification 
In classification problems, the task is to model the decision boundary between a set of distributions 

in the feature space [34]. This decision boundary is a surface of dimension N -  1, where N is the 
number of relevant features/inputs. 

The conventional ANN algorithms for classification problems are the MLP and learning vector 
quantization (LVQ) [37]. The MLP needs Nh ~ a s-1 hidden units to create the decision surface, 
whereas a nearest neighbour approach, like LVQ, needs Nh ~ a 2v units [38]. Hence, the MLP 
is in general more parsimonious in parameters than nearest neighbour approaches for pattern 
classification. In special cases, when the decision surface is highly disconnected, the LVQ approach 
may work better. We have found the MLP to work better than LVQ for all HEP problems 
encountered so far. 

Approaches that combine the advantages of MLP and LVQ [39] seem to work better than just 
using an MLP (see below on modular architectures). 

Some MLP-like approaches with skip-layer connections and iterative construction algorithms, 
like the cascade correlation algorithm [40], can construct very complex decision boundaries with a 
small number of hidden units. It is, however, uncertain how sensitive they are to overtraining. 

Function fitting and prediction 
In a function fitting problem, the task is to model a real-valued target function f from a number 

of (noisy) examples. 
The straightforward ANN approach is to use the MLP with appropriate number of layers and 

units [41,43]. Another is the "local map" where a partitioning algorithm, like k-means clustering 
[44], is used to divide the feature space into subregions. Each subregion is then associated with 
a function - a local map [42,45,46]. This method is similar in spirit to statistical methods like 
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regression trees and splines [47,48]. Both the MLP and the local map approaches work well and 
which method to choose depends on how local the problem is. 

A third approach, which is often suggested for time-series prediction, is to use recurrent networks 
with feed-back connections. However, in our experience with time series the simple MLP produces 
as good solutions as recurrent networks, within much shorter training times, given that one is using 
the appropriate time lagged inputs [49]. 

3.1.3. Number of hidden units 
There is a trade-off between bias, which is the networks ability to solve the problem, and variance, 

which is the risk of overfitting the data. The ultimate goal is to select the model that minimizes the 
generalization error, which is the sum of the bias and the variance. Hence, it is necessary to estimate 
the generalization error to select the appropriate number of hidden units. Experimentally, this can 
be done with cross validation (CV), jack-knife, or bootstrap methods [50,51 ]. For instance, in 
v-fold cross validation the data set is divided into v disjoint subsets, of which v - 1 are used for 
training and one for testing. The training procedure is repeated, identically, until all subsets have 
been used for testing and the CV estimate of the generalization error is the average error over these 
v experiments 

Egen ,~ (gtest)v. (18) 

TO save time one can instead of experimental methods use analytical estimates for the generalization 
error [52-54]. One approximate form for the (summed square) generalization error is [52], 

Egen ~ Etrain (1 + 2 ~ ) ,  (19) 

where No~ is the number of weights in the network and Np is the number of patterns in the training 
set. This measure agrees well with the experimental CV measure above [52]. 

However, the above methods are all a posteriori and work only in "trial and error" experiments 
where the generalization performance of different architectures are compared after training. Needless 
to say it is desirable to have an a priori method that selects the optimal number of hidden units 
before training. For classification problems, the dimension of the feature space is a rough indicator. 
If the network is expected to separate a closed volume in N dimensions from its exterior, the 
minimum number of hidden units needed is N + 1. For an open volume the minimum number of 
hidden units is much smaller. 

In function fitting problems, estimates similar to Eq. (19) can be made for certain classes of 
functions and networks. In Ref. [36] the following scaling relationship is given for the number of 
hidden nodes that minimize the generalization error 

Nh '~ C f ~/ Np / ( N log Np ), (20) 

provided that a one hidden layer MLP with linear output is used. However, Cf is the first 
absolute moment of the Fourier magnitude distribution of the function f ,  which is unknown! This 
uncertainty limits the use of Eq. (20) to being only a rough estimate on the number of units. 

Fortunately, it is not necessary to know the exact number of hidden units beforehand. It is 
possible to start out with more units than needed and remove superfluous units during or after 
training. We discuss below how this pruning can be done. 
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3.1.4. Number o f  hidden layers 
In theory, an MLP with one hidden layer is sufficient to model any continuous function [55]. 

In practice, two hidden layers can be more efficient [41,43,49] but more difficult to train. In our 
experience, MLP networks with one hidden layer are sufficient for most classification tasks, whereas 
two hidden layers are preferable for function fitting problems. We emphasize though that many 
HEP classification problems seem to have simple discrimination surfaces, which would explain why 
one hidden layer often is enough. Networks with many hidden layers are not justified unless the 
decision surface is complicated. In fact, it is completely unneccesary to use an ANN at all if  the 
decision surface is very simple, like a hyperplane or a hypersphere. 

3.1.5. The activation function 
The choice of activation function can change the behaviour of  the ANN network considerably. 

Hidden units 
The standard choice is the sigmoid function, Eq. (2), either in symmetric [ -1 ,  1 ] or asymmetric 

[0, 1 ] form. The sigmoid function is global in the sense that it divides the feature space into two 
halves, one where the response is approaching 1 and another where it is approaching 0 ( -  1 ). Hence 
it is very efficient for making sweeping cuts in the feature space. 

Other choices are the Gaussian bar [41 ], which replaces the sigmoid function with a Gaussian, 
and the radial basis function [42]. These are examples of local activation functions that can be 
useful if the effective dimension of  the problem is lower than the actual number of  variables, or if  
the problem is local. 

Output units 
For classification tasks, the standard choice is the sigmoid. The outputs can also be normalized, 

such that they sum to one, by using so-called Potts or softmax output 

Oi = o(al,a2 .... ,an, T) - 
ead T 

Y]~I eat/T ' 
(21) 

where ai is the summed signal arriving at output i. For function fitting problems the output should 
be chosen linear. 

Of  these, JETNET 3.0 implements all possibilities except for the Gaussian bar and radial basis 
function. 

It is sometimes suggested to use piecewise linear functions instead of  the more complicated 
hyperbolic tangent for the sigmoid, in order to speed up the training procedure. We have not found 
any speedup whatsoever when the simulations are run on RISC workstations. It might however be 
relevant if  the simulations are run on small personal computers. 

3.1.6. Exploiting symmetries 
Symmetries in the problem can and should be exploited to reduce the connectivity and complexity 

of the network. For translational symmetries one can use so-called "receptive fields", in which the 
input field is divided into subfields with shared weights [ 1 ]. Also, if  it is known that the important 
feature only occupies a small part of  the input field, then one can use "selective fields", which is 
essentially the same as "receptive fields" without the shared weights property. If  possible, the most 
robust and time saving technique is to preprocess the data such that it is presented to the network 
in an invariant form [56]. 
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If it is suspected, but unknown, that the problem has a symmetry, then it is possible to use "soft 
weight sharing" [57], which clusters the weight values by adding a complexity term to the usual 
error measure (see the section on pruning below). 

3.1.7. Modular methods 
The optimal model is not necessarily one single model. Instead, it may be profitable to divide the 

problem into smaller subtasks, like separating "location" from "form", and use different models for 
the subtasks. Such modular systems are often more efficient and easier to train than systems based 
upon a single architecture only. They are also easier to train. One example is presented in [39] 
where an MLP with a superficial LVQ network is shown to be more efficient than just the single 
MLP for classifying hadronic events. The superficial LVQ layer is able to resolve non-linearities that 
remain even after the final hidden layer in the MLP. Another example is the n-class classification 
tasks, where it may be wise to train n networks to recognize one class and then combine them into 
a larger network. This avoids the problem of interference, which occurs when the recognition of one 
class interferes with the recognition of another class due to the non-locality of the MLP division 
process. 

3.2. Choosing the learning algorithm 

One major difference between JETNET 3.0 and older versions is the existence of several alternative 
learning algorithms. Though, after extensive explorations of these new learning algorithms, we find 
that BP learning, sometimes with noise added, is not only sufficient but often superior for most 
tasks. It is a very stable learning algorithm that reaches as low or lower errors than any alternative 
algorithm. In what follows we summarize our experiences with the different learning algorithms 
implemented in JETNET 3.0. Ref. [58] contains a review of other ANN packages that implement 
other learning algorithms. 

3.2.1. Back-propagation 
Back-propagation is the most widely used learning algorithm since it is very simple to implement 

and, most importantly, it often outperforms other methods in spite of its simplicity. We emphasize, 
though, that this statement refers to the "on-line" variant of BP, where the weights are updated 
after presentation of only a small subset of training data. On-line BP is much faster than batch 
mode BP. 

For networks with more than one hidden layer it is beneficial to use the Langevin updating 
variant (Eq. (7)), where noise is added to the BP equations [6]. This is because the Hessian 
matrix easily becomes ill-conditioned with a fiat subspace where the random search in Langevin 
updating is very efficient as compared to other alternatives. 

3.2.2. Quickprop 
In using "Quickprop" [9] we frequently encounter problems with getting a stable performance. 

It works well on parity and decoder problems but has difficulties with HEP problems - it often 
reaches very large weights and gets stuck 3 

3.2.3. Rprop 
In a recent benchmark test on a medical data set [59] "Rprop" was reported to outperform all 

other learning algorithms, both in speed and quality. However, its superb performance in this test 

3 We have not performed extensive benchmarks of QP and its failure could therefore be related to our insufficient experience. 
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is related to its use of individual learning rates. Normalizing the data in the way described below 
makes BP perform as well, if not better [6]. 

3.2.4. Conjugate gradients 
In Ref. [7] the CG method outperformed BP on the parity problem. However, our experience 

with CG on HEP problems is the opposite; it is often unable to find the true global minimum. The 
same conclusion was reached in an extensive benchmark test of  different ANN learning algorithms 
[59]. Consequently, we see no reason to recommend using CG, although it learns toy problems 
very fast. 

The strength of  CG is in the rare cases when the path to the minimum follows a few long narrow 
valleys. However, it breaks down whenever the error surface is more or less fiat, since the CG line 
search will attempt to find a minimum along a fiat direction. As previously stated, fiat surfaces 
often occur for networks with many hidden layers. 

If one insists on using CG in such cases it is profitable to initialize the CG learning by a couple of 
BP sweeps in order to get out of  the fiat region. The use of  a coarse line search is recommended. It 
is a waste of resources to search for a very exact minimum position along each conjugate direction. 
Also, the SCG algorithm is usually faster than standard CG since it avoids the line search. 

3. 3. Preprocessing the data 

Preprocessing the data is important for many reasons. 
• To prevent overfitting by reducing the number of inputs and hence the number of  weights. 
• To avoid "stiffness" in the learning process by rescaling the data. 
• To simplify the problem by precomputing useful signatures from the data [60]. 
The input space dimension can be reduced by performing a principal component analysis (PCA) 
and select the n first principal axes as the basis in feature space. The PCA does not however 
guarantee that the chosen inputs are relevant for the output, it only selects the inputs with the 
largest variance. Also, one should keep in mind that PCA assumes linear dependencies and one 
might hence loose non-linear information by employing it. 

For function mapping problems the most powerful method, to our knowledge, for extracting 
functional dependencies between input and output is the so-called ~-test [61 ]. This test only 
assumes that the function is continuous and uses conditional probabilities to select the significant 
input variables. 

Normalization of  the input is done to prevent "stiffness", i.e. when weights need to be updated 
with very different learning rates. Two simple normalization options are; either scale the inputs to 
the range [0, 1 ], or translate them to their mean values and rescale to unit variance. The former 
method is useful if the data is more or less evenly distributed over a limited range, whereas the 
latter is useful when the data contains outliers. In some cases, such normalizations reduce the 
learning time for the network by an order of magnitude. 

A method suggested in [26] is to let the network handle the normalization by adding an extra 
layer of units. This is useful if  the data is not available beforehand to compute the relevant scales. 

3.4. When to stop training 

Before attempting an ANN model on a problem, one should if possible estimate the outcome. 
For a classification problem, the optimal classification performance is the Bayes limit or Bayes 
error [34], which equals the Bayes risk with zero-one loss function. This upper classification limit 
can be estimated by the use of simpler classifiers, like the k-nearest-neighbours or Parzen windows 
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[34,50,62] 4. With such an estimate at hand, it is much easier to evaluate the quality of the ANN 
model. 

To determine the termination point for the training it is customary to use a validation data 
set. This validation set is not used directly in the training, i.e. not presented to the network, but 
used indirectly to monitor the performance on unknown data. A deteriorating performance on 
the validation set signals that the ANN is oveflearning the training data and that training should 
be stopped. When the training is stopped, a test set can be used to estimate the generalization 
performance. It is however imperative that the validation data are not used in the test set, since it 
is indirectly used in the training to choose a stopping point. 

In cases where data is scarce and the use of a validation set is too costly, one can instead use 
a threshold value on the training error. For instance, when computing CV estimates one can train 
each network until it reaches a prespecified training error, which has been determined by a couple 
of trial runs. 

3.5. Regularization and pruning 

As mentioned in section 2 it is important to keep the number of weights minimal in order to avoid 
overfitting. With respect to weights connecting to sensor nodes this can be done by preprocessing. 
A more general approach valid for all weights is to add a complexity term to the fitness error (Eq. 
(3)). The simplest such pruning procedure is weight decay, which reads 

2 
E --* E + ~ ~ aflj. (22) 

i,j 

The sum extends over all weights in the network and 2 is a Lagrange multiplier controlling the 
relative cost for large weights. Eq. (22) constrains the weights to a prior Gaussian probability 
distribution P (o~) ~ exp [-2to2/2] with - I n  P as the complexity cost. A slightly more sophisticated 
pruning option is [63] 

2 2 
O,)ij/(l) 0 

E ---, E + 2 E I + coij'co o~ .. 2 2' 
tj 

(23) 

which has zero cost for small weights and 2 cost for large weights. Similar to weight decay, this 
corresponds to a prior weight distribution P (to) c~ exp [ - (  1 + a~2/to 2)-1)]. Both the weight decay 
and the pruning method above are options in JETNET 3.0. 

Of course, it is by no means necessary that an optimal network solution contains a set of 
small weights and only a few large weights. It may well be that the optimal weight distribution 
is multimodal, as is the case for problems with symmetries and shared weights. In Ref. [57] a 
procedure is suggested, where the weight distribution is assumed to be a multimodal mixture of 
Gaussians whose means and widths are adjusted during learning. This method, which is valuable if 
the problem has unknown symmetries, is not implemented in JETNET 3.0. 

There also exist a posteriori methods for pruning trained networks by measuring the relevance 
of the units [64] or by computing the Hessian matrix to remove superfluous weights [65,66]. One 
extremely simple method that works surprisingly well is a posteriori pruning by visual inspection: 
Remove all weights with a magnitude less than some threshold, provided that the inputs have been 
normalized. 

4 Ref. [62] provides F77 code for doing this estimation. 
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The network must be retrained after a posteriori pruning, in order to find the global solution 
given the new constraints. 

4. Practical implementation issues 

This section is intended as a guide to the program components section and addresses the practical 
aspects of using JETNET 3.0. We include information on all new features of JETNET 3.0 and on 
those in the earlier version that generated questions from the users. All subroutines, parameters and 
switches mentioned here are described in the program components section. 

In some rare cases we mention techniques that are not part of the 3ETNET 3.0 package. This 
is because we consider them important, although we have not had the opportunity to implement 
them, and because the JETNET 3.0 user should be aware of their existence. 

4.1. Initialization 

JETNET 3.0 is initialized by calling the subroutine JNINIT. It allows for switching between different 
learning rates at convenience during execution, but each learning algorithm uses specific parameters 
that need to be initialized. The default values of these parameters give good results in most cases. 

The ANN architecture (number of hidden layers, nodes, etc.) is designed through the switches 
MSTJN(1) and MSTJN(10-19). The distribution of the initial weights is set by the parameter P A R J N ( 4 ) .  

Naturally, these switches and parameters must be set prior to calling JNINrT. 

4.1.1. Initial weight values 
It is of utmost importance to ensure that the units are "active learners" and not saturated to 

their extreme values. The derivative of the activation function (Eq. 2)) is zero for saturated units 
and thus inhibits learning. This can be avoided by proper weight initialization. If the input is 
normalized to unit size, one simply scales the weights in proportion to the number of units feeding 
to a unit (the "fan-in"). A suitable normalization for this is 

0.1 
PARJN (4 )  = (24) 

max ["fan-in']" 

Another method, suggested in [59 ], is to set the width PARJN(4) to any value and then process the 
training data through the network once and adjust the thresholds to make the average argument of 
each unit equal to zero. Other suggestions are found in Refs. [67,68]. None of these methods are 
automated in JETNET 3.0. 

4.1.2. Back-propagation 
The BP algorithm, Eq. (5), is selected by setting MSTJN(5) - -  0 (default). Its main parameters 

are the learning rate PARJN(1) (~/ in Eq. (5)), the momentum PARJN(2) (a in Eq. (6)), and the 
number of patterns per update MSTJN(2 ) .  We strongly advocate the use of an on-line updating 
procedure where MSTJN(2) is small. Routinely we use ten patterns per update for most applications 
- occasionally an order of magnitude more. The learning rate is the parameter that requires most 
attention. Typical initial values are in the range [0.1, 1 ] and it is usually profitable to scale the 
learning rate in inverse proportion to the fan-in of the units so that different learning rates are 
used for different weight layers. The momentum should be in the range [0,1 ]. For HEP problems 
momentum values above 0.5 are seldom required. For parity problems and such, a momentum 
value close to unity is needed. 
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In contrast to earlier versions, JETNET 3.0 uses a normalized error to make the gradient, and 
hence the learning parameters are independent of the number of patterns used per update. 

4.1.3. Manhattan 
Manhattan learning (Eq. (8)) is selected by setting MSTJN(5) = 1. It uses basically the same 

learning parameters as BP. However, since the weight update is not reduced by the derivative of 
the sigmoid, the learning rate must be a few orders of magnitude smaller. 

4.1.4. Langevin 
Langevin learning (MSTJN(5) = 2) is identical to BP except for an additional Oaussian noise 

term (Eq. (7)). In our view, LV is the most powerful of all the algorithms for networks with many 
hidden layers, even though it requires somewhat more CPU time [6,49]. Except for the noise level 
(PARJN(6)), to which it is not very sensitive provided it is less or equal to 0.1, it uses the same 
parameters as BP. 

4.1.5. Quickprop 
Quickprop (MSTJN(5)=3), which estimates the updating step through Eq. (11 ), has two learning 

parameters and two control parameters. These are the "learning rate" PARJN(1) (r/), the sigmoid- 
prime addition PARJN(23) (e), the maximum growth factor PkRJN(21) and the maximum weight 
magnitude PARJN(22). The latter is quite unimportant. Default values recommended in [9] for the 
other three parameters are; PARJN(1) of order unity, PARJN(23)= 0.1 and PARJN(21) = 1.75. We 
have not done extensive tests to to determine the problem dependence of these parameters. 

It is recommended to run QP using a small weight decay (PARJI~(5)). 

4.1.6. Conjugate gradient 
There are eight different variants of CG in JETNET 3.0. Both standard CG (NSTJN(5) = 

{4,5,6,7}) (Eq. (13)) and Scaled CG (MSTJN(5) = {10,11,12,13}) (Eq. (17)) come with 
the four different options in Eq. (16) for computing the next search direction. The CG parameters, 
which control the line search etc., are described in a separate section below. The SCG parameters 
are PARJN(28) and PARJN(29). They correspond to the step used in computing the difference ap- 
proximation s in Eq. (17) and to the initial value used for 2, respectively. The default values for 
these parameters usually work fine and the user should not need to set any parameters when using 
SCG, although the algorithm is sometimes speeded up by increasing PARJN(28). 

The SCG runs best in combination with the Polak-Ribi@re formula for computing the next 
search direction (MSTJN(5)= 10). The CG algorithm, with line search, runs best with the Polak- 
Ribi~re (MST3N (5) = 4) or Hestenes-Stiefel (MSTJN (5) = 5) formulas. However, the Shanno formula 
is designed to always guarantee a descent direction and is hence more robust (but slower). 

4.1.7. Rprop 
Rprop (MSTJN(5) = 15) uses individual learning rates that are dynamically tuned during training 

according to Eq. (12). It has two learning parameters and two control parameters besides the 
learning rates (in vector ETAV); the scale factors 7+ and 7- (PARJN(28-29)) and the maximum 
allowed scale-up and scale-down factors (PARJN(30-31)). According to [59] the final result is not 
very sensitive to the choice of the scale factors. Hence the only concern are the initial learning 
rates, which are set as in the BP case. JETNET uses the value stored in PARJN (1) or ETAL to initialize 
the learning rates. 
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4.1.8. Batch training 
Care must be taken when using batch type algorithms, like QP, CG, SCG and Rprop. These algo- 

rithms depend heavily on changes in the error value between consecutive positions. Consequently, it 
is important that the same patterns are used for consecutive updates unless very large data samples 
are used so that fluctuations are negligible. This is done in JETNET 3.0 by setting ~ISTJN(2) equal 
to the total number of training exemplars and MSTJN(9) equal to one. This ensures that JETNET 3.0 
will be evaluating the correct error function all the time. 

4.2. Training the network 

After initialization, the network is trained by presenting training patterns and invoking the 
subroutine JNTI~L. The sample program illustrates how this is done. 

4.3. Dynamic learning parameters 

The optimal learning rate varies during learning. For BP and LV one should start out with a 
large learning rate and decrease it as the network converges towards the solution. Initial weight 
adjustments in general need to be large, since the probability of being close to the minimum is 
small, whereas final adjustments should be small in order for the network to settle properly. For 
BP and LV we use a so-called "bold driver" method [69] where the learning rate is increased if 
the error is decreasing, and decreased if the error increases: 

{ tlt' 7 ~ _  if Et+l > Et' 
r//+l = r/t. (1 + - ) otherwise, (25) 

The scale factor 7, which is set by the parameter PARJN(11), is close to but less than one. For 
MH learning we recommend an exponential decrease of the learning rate, realized by choosing a 
negative value for PAI~JN (11). Examples of other more advanced methods for regulating the learning 
rate are found in Refs. [70-72]. 

The noise level used in LV updating should also decrease with time, preferably faster than the 
learning rate. We use an exponential decay governed by the scale parameter PARJN(20). This pro- 
cedure is sufficient to significantly improve the learning for networks with many hidden layers [6]. 
From the perspective of simulated annealing and global optimization, an exponentially decreasing 
noise level can also be justified given that the simulation time is finite [74]. 

Also implemented in JETNET 3.0 are options of having the momentum and the temperature 
change each epoch. However, no improvements have been observed using these options. 

4.4. Conjugate gradient learning 

Several things must be kept in mind when using the CG option in JETNET 3.0 since it is a 
batch-type learning algorithm that depends strongly on the uniqueness of the error function. Most 
importantly, an identical set of training patterns must be used for each evaluation of the error, 
otherwise the line search gets confused. 

4.4.1. The line search 
Although inspired by algorithms in [23,73], the line search algorithm implemented in JETNET 

3.0 is somewhat unorthodox. In contrast to traditional line searches that start out in one point, 
evaluate the function at a different point, and then move back to the original point, the line search 
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in JETNET 3.0 does not move back to its original position after evaluating the error function. This 
results in somcwhat confusing behaviour since JETNET 3.0 outputs the error value at its current 
position in weight space. Hence there is no cause for alarm if the error value fluctuates during 
learning. It is the minimum error achieved during the learning that is important. However, this 
means that JETNET 3.0 must be told when the user stops training so that it can move to the position 
with the minimum error so far. This is done by setting MSTJN(5) to 8 or 14, depending on whether 
CG or SCG is used, and continue training until the value of MSTJN(5) changes to 9, which signals 
that JETNET 3.0 has moved to the best confgurat ion so far and stopped. 

In coarse outline, the line search works as follows: First it computes the error at the initial 
position and the gradient along the search direction. It then computes the error at two subsequent 
positions along the search direction, with the first step equal to the learning rate PARJN(1) and the 
second step computed from a parabolic fit using the gradient information. From these three error 
values it makes a new parabolic fit and moves to the predicted minimum position. Such parabolic 
steps are then repeated until the line search finds a satisfactory minimum or until it has used up 
the prespecified number of trial steps. In the latter case the line search is restarted with a new value 
for PARJN (1). If the line search does not find a satisfactory minimum even within the prespecified 
number of restarts, the whole CG process is restarted from the current minimum position, using a 
rescaled PARJN (1). 

The most important control parameters for the line search are HSTJN(35), MSTJN(36), PARJN(24), 
and PARJN(25). The first two control the number of  iterations and number of  restarts that are 
allowed in searching for the minimum, and the latter two set the convergence criteria. The default 
value for both MSTJN(35) and MSTJN(36) is 10, which works fine for toy problems but need to be 
increased for real problems. The convergence criteria are 

if E <_ Eo + erOdEo (26) 

or 

if [r - rpred] <_ ~, (27) 

where e is the first control parameter PARJN(24), E0 is the error at the initial position (where 
the line search was started), OdEO is the initial gradient along the line search direction d, r is the 
current distance from the initial position, rpred is the predicted position of the minimum, and t~ is 
the second control parameter (PARJN(2S)). These convergence criteria are only checked for if the 
minimum has been bracketed. 

4.5. Output 

The main output from JETNET 3.0 is the training error. In contrast to previous versions, the 
error used in JETNET 3.0 is scaled with the size of  the training data set according to Eq. (3). 
Furthermore, while older versions always produced a summed square error, JETNET 3.0 gives the 
appropriate error (according to the value of MSTJN(4)), which is useful if  one wants to use the 
pruning option. 

4.6. Pruning 

JETNET 3.0 implements the weight decay and the pruning method of  Eqs. (22) and (23). The 
Lagrange multipliers correspond to parameters PARJN(5) and PARJN(14), respectively. Hessian- 
based pruning can be done by computing the Hessian matrix, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors: 
Small weights that lie inside a flat subspace can be omitted. 
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Following [63], we tune 2 in Eq. (23) according to 
• If (Et < D or JEt < Et_l ) ::~ increment 2 = 2 + A2. 
• If  (JEt > Et- i  and Et < At and JEt > D) =~ decrease 2 = 2 - A2. 
• If (Et > Et-1 and E1 > At and E1 > D) =~ rescale 2 = c2, where c < 1. 
Here Et is the current training error and the other quantities are defined as: 
A : The weighted average error: At = yAt_I + (1 - y)Et. 
D : The desired error, which acts as a threshold for the procedure. Solutions with error above D 
are not pruned unless the training error is decreasing. In Ref. [63] it is advised for hard problems 
that D is set to random performance, which in practice means that pruning is always on. 

Although it is quite tricky to get it to work properly, we have used this procedure successfully 
on both toy and real-world problems. The recommended value for too in [63] is of  order unity 
if the activation functions for the units are of  order unity. This agrees with our experience, with 
the modification that tOo should follow tO ~ 1/"fan-in". However, our tests were performed on 
problems where the number of inputs ranged between two and ten, whereas the largest networks in 
[63] have up to forty inputs. Also, on toy problems we find that the parameter A;t can be increased 
considerable (orders of  magnitude) above the suggested default value of  1 x 10 -6. 

In JETNET 3.0 these pruning parameters correspond to; PARJN(14) for 7, PARJN(15) for At, 
PARJN(16) for 7, PARJN(17) for c, PARJN(18) for tOo, and PARJN(19) for the desired error D. Of 
these, PARJN(15), PAR JR(18) and PAR JR(19) are crucial. 

4. 7. Computing the Hessian 

A novelty in JETNET 3.0 is the possibility to compute the Hessian matrix for an MLP network 
by invoking the subroutine JNItESS. The computation is done much in the same way as the training; 
training patterns are iteratively placed in the vectors 0IN and OUT before JNHESS is called. When 
one full epoch, the size of which is controlled by MSTJN(2) and MSTJN(9), has been presented, it 
normalizes and symmetrizes the Hessian and places it in the internal common block/JNINT5/. 

If  the Hessian has been symmetrized, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Hessian can be 
computed by invoking JNHV.IG (single precision). Eigenvalues are then placed in the vector OUT and 
the eigenvectors replace the columns of the Hessian matrix. The Hessian can be printed out by 
invoking the subroutine JNSTAT. However, anticipating possible questions, the terms of the Hessian 
matrix are ordered in JETNET 3.0 according to (cf. Fig. 1 and Eq. (1)) 

OiOi' Oitoi'j' OiOj, Oitoj'k' ) 
' '" O)ijO')i'J' ('oijOj' O')ij('Oj'k' (28) 
. . . . . .  OjOj, Oj(.,Oj, k, ' 
. . . . . . . . .  tojktoj'k' 

with obvious interpretation and extension to more layers. 
JRHESS assumes the summed square error in Eq. (3). 

4.8. Receptive fields and shared weights 

JETNET 3.0 offers the possibility to use shared weights for exploiting translational symmetries. 
An example is when the input units consist of  a matrix of  cells, e . g . E ,  cells in a calorimeter, where 
it is known a priori that identical features can occur anywhere in the matrix with translational 
symmetry. It is then profitable to configure the network so that the hidden (feature) nodes cover 
several overlapping smaller portions (large enough to cover the size of  a subfeature) of  the input 
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matrix. Weights connecting to corresponding parts of the different receptive fields are then shared, 
i.e. assumed to be identical. 

Such configurations can be achieved in JETNET 3.0 using the switches MSTJN (23-27). The geometry 
of the input matrix (Nx x Ny) is specified with MSTJN(23) and MSTJN(24). Periodic boundary 
conditions are assumed if these values are negative. The geometry of the receptive fields (nx x ny) 
is specified with MSTJN(25) and MSTJN(28), where ni _< Ni. The number of hidden units used 
for each receptive field is specified by MSTJN(27). At initialization, an array of receptive fields is 
generated with maximum overlap, i.e. the fields are only shifted one (x or y) unit at a time, and 
new hidden units are generated if the specified number of hidden units is less than necessary. Any 
remaining hidden units are assumed to have full connectivity from the inputs. 

However, it is faster to train small network modules and later combining them into a larger 
network. The above solution is inefficient for large input matrices, since all weights are nevertheless 
updated. 

4.9. The saturation measure 

The saturation s is defined as 

{ ~ ( 1  - 2h 2) if g ( x )  E [0, 1], 

J (29) s 
~"~h y if g ( x )  E [ -1 ,  11, 

J 

and measures the resolution of the units. An s-value close to unity signals that the unit has "made 
up its mind" whereas an s value close to zero means that it is still learning. The saturation, which 
is monitored by a non-zero value for MSTJN(22), is consequently a measure of to what extent the 
network is learning or not. This is practical when proper learning parameter values are being tried 
o u t .  

4. I0. Limited precision - hardware implementations 

Since the final goal of many ANN applications in HEP is to design hardware to use for 
triggering etc. JETNET 3.0 has an option of training a network with limited precision. The switches 
MSTJN(28-30) set the bit precision of the different components of the network. 

S. Program components 

JETNET 3.0 is a F77 subroutine package and contains a number of subroutines that are called 
from a main program written by the user. JETNET 3.0 is divided in two parts, one for feed-forward 
back-propagation networks and another for self-organizing maps. The subroutines associated with 
the feed-forward net all begin with the letters JN, as in JetNet, whereas the self-organizing map 
subroutines all start with JM, as in JetMap. We will not discuss any of the JetMap subroutines and 
components here since they are basically unchanged from JETNET 2.0 [ 1 ]. JETNET 3.0 is  backwards 
compatible with earlier versions. 
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5.1. Feed-forward network (JN) 

5.1.1. Main subroutines 
The main routines are JNINIT, JNTRAL, JNTEST, JNDUMP and JNREAD (JNROLD). These are usually 

the only routines the user has to invoke. The network is initialized by setting switches in/JNDAT1/ 
and calling JNINIT. The net is trained by putting an input pattern in the vector 0IN, the desired 
output values in the vector OUT and calling JNTKAL. Subsequent testing of the net is done by putting 
a test pattern in 0IN, calling JNTEST and comparing the produced output values, stored in OUT, with 
the target values. 
• SUBROUTINE JNINIT 

Initializes the network according to the setting of the switches in/JNDAT1/and/JNDAT2/. Weights 
are given initial random values according to PARJN(4) or WIDL(I). 

• SUBROUTINE JNTRAL 

Takes the pattern stored in the vector 0IN and calls JNFEED to produce an output pattern, which 
is compared to the target pattern in the vector OUT. The resulting error is used to determine the 
change of the weights. The produced output pattern is stored in the vector OUT. Updating of the 
weights is performed every MSTJN(2) call to JNTRAL. The training algorithm is specified by the 
switch MSTJN (5). 

• SUBROUTINE JNTEST 

Feeds the input signal in the vector 0IN through the net and places the produced output in the 
vector OUT. 

• SUBROUTINE JNDUMP (NF) 

Writes all relevant information of a network to the file ABS (NF). If NF is negative the output is 
unformatted, otherwise it is formatted. The user must make sure that the corresponding file is 
opened with write access accordingly. 

• SUBROUTINE JNREAD (NF) 

Reads the information from the file ABS(NF) produced by JNDUMP and initializes the network 
described there. AJl switches and parameters in common blocks/JNDAT1/and/JNDAT2/set prior 
to a call to JNREAD are lost. The comments about the file number for JNDUMP apply also here. 

• SUBROUTINE JNROLD(NF) 

Same as JNREAD(NF) except that it reads files produced by the older versions JETNET t .0  and 
JETNET 1.1. 

5.1.2. Other user invoked subroutines 
Besides the main subroutines there are other subroutines that the user can use to define input 

windows, compute statistics and compute the Hessian matrix. These are JNSEFI, JNSTAT, JNIIESS 
and JNHEIG. 

Furthermore, the subroutine JNTDEC is a "test-deck" used to test the program on different 
platforms. 
• SUBROUTINE JNSEFI (ILA, I i, I2, J i, J2, NO) 

Switches off (NO < 0) or on (NO > 0) the updating of weights between nodes I1 to I2 in layer 
ILA and nodes J1 to J2 in layer ILA-1. The input layer has number 0. If N0=0 the weights are 
set to zero and if NO = 1 the weights are reinitialized. This choice of enabling/disabling can be 
used for selective input fields or for training only portions of the network. Selective input fields 
means that a hidden node only sees a portion of the input pattern, which is not identical to using 
receptive fields. 

• SUBROUTINE JNSTAT(IS) 
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Writes out information about the network on file number MSTJN(6). 
IS= 1 gives a header and number of nodes in each layer (done automatically when the network 
is initialized). 
IS =2 gives the switches and parameters used in common block/JNDAT1/and/JNDAT2/. 
IS = 3 writes out an approximate time factor and the effective number of weights in the net. 
IS =4 writes out the Hessian matrix. 
IS=5 writes out the diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix. 

• SUBROUTINE JNHESS 

Computes the upper diagonal of the Hessian, assuming a summed square error, for the training 
pattern currently stored in 0IN and OUT. After MSTJN (2)*MSTJN(9) calls, the Hessian is normalized 
and the upper diagonal copied onto the lower diagonal. 

• SUBROUTINE JNHEIG(IGRAD) 

Diagonalizes the Hessian matrix and computes its eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of the Hessian 
are placed in the vector OUT. If IGRAD # 0 then the eigenvectors are computed and placed in the 
columns of the Hessian matrix (stored in the internal common block/JNINT5/). JNItEIG stops and 
writes out an error message if the Hessian is asymmetric, i.e. if JmtESS has not been presented 
with the full training set (no more and no less) before JNHEI¢ is called. 

• SUBROUTINE JNTDEC (METHOD) 
A "test deck" that automatically tests JETNET 3.0. To check whether JETNET 3.0 is properly 
installed on your computer, just invoke this subroutine. It trains a feed-forward network to 
separate two overlapping Gaussian distributions. Which method to use is set by the switch 
METHOD. 

5.1.3. Internal subroutines 
Subroutines are presented in the order they are used when training the network. 

• SUBROUTINE JNSEPA 

Sets the internal parameters and switches in common blocks/JNINT2/and/JNINT3/. If receptive 
fields are used, the defined geometries are checked for inconcistencies. 

• SUBROUTINE JNHEAD 

Writes a header on file number MSTJN(6). 
• SUBROUTINE JNFEED 

Feeds the values in 0IN through the network and calculates the values of the output nodes, without 
writing to OUT. 

• SUBROUTINE JNDELT 
Calculates the error from the output nodes and current values in OUT. 

• SUBROUTINE JNSATM 

Calculates the saturation measure s in Eq. (29) for each layer. JNSATM is only called if MSTJN(22) 
# 0 .  

• SUBROUTINE JNCHOP(ICHP) 
Switches o n  (ICHP>O) or off (ICHP<O) fixed precision weights, thresholds and sigmoid functions. 
If ICHP > 0 the current values of the weights and thresholds are chopped to the fixed precision. 
The bit precision is set by switches MSTJN(28-30). 

• SUBROUTINE JNERR(IERR) 

If something goes wrong or if any inconcistensies are encountered during execution, JNERR is 
called and writes out an error message and stops the execution. 

• SUBROUTINE JNCOGR 

Controls the Conjugate Gradient training. It is called from JNTRAL if CG learning has been 
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selected. JNCOGR calls the subroutines JNCGBE and JNLINS. 
• SUBROUTINE JNCGBE(BETAK,IOP) 

If I0P = 1, JNCGBE computes the CG momentum term in Eq. (15) and returns it in BETAK. 
If I0P = 0 ,  JNCGBE sets BETAK = 0 and computes the scalar product of the current and previous 
gradients. 

• SUBROUTINE JNLINS 
Performs the line search with an algorithm that is a mixture of golden section search and quadratic 
interpolation. All parameters used in the line search are stored in the common block/JNINT4/. 

• SUBROUTINE JNSCGR 
Controls the Scaled Conjugate Gradient training. It calls the subroutine JNCGBE. 

• SUBROUTINE JNTRED and SUBROUTINE JNTQLI 
These routines are taken directly from [23] and are used to diagonalize the Hessian matrix and 
compute its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 

5.1.4. Internal functions 
• INTEGER FUNCTION JNINDX(IL,I,J) 

Gives the node vector index of node I in layer IL if J = 0, otherwise it gives the weight vector 
index of the weight between node I in layer IL and node J in layer (IL-1). (See common block 
/JNINT1/ for details on the node and weight vectors.) 

• REAL FUNCTION GJN(X,N) 
Returns the activation function g (x) of type N with argument X. It also computes the derivatives 
g' (x) and g" (x) and stores them in the common block/JNSIGM/. The activation function type 
is determined by switches MSTJN(3) or IGFN(I). 

• REAL FUNCTION GAUSJN(IDUM) 
Generates a Oaussian distributed random number with standard deviation 1.0 and mean 0.0 for 
use in Langevin updating. 

• REAL FUNCTION ERRJN(IDUM) 
Returns the error of the network, determined by the switch MSTJN(4). 

• REAL FUNCTION RJN(IDUM) 
A random number generator that returns random numbers in the open interval ] 0, l [. The routine 
is taken, basically unchanged, from the Lund program JETSET but the code owes very much to 
[75]. 

5.2. Common blocks 

5.2.1. Interface common blocks 
The user interface common blocks are /JNDAT1/ and /JNDAT2/. /JNDAT1/ is the main common 

block while /JNDAT2/ is intended for the "advanced" user. 
• COMMON /JNDATI/ MSTJN (40), PARJN (40), MSTJM (20), PARJM (20), DIN ( i000), OUT ( i000), 

MXNDJM 
MSTJN is a vector of switches 
MSTJN(1) (D=3)  
MSTJN (2) (D= I0) 
MSTJN (3) (D= l ) 

used to define the feed-forward network used: 
number of layers in the net 
number of patterns per update in JNTRAL 
overall activation function used in the net 
1 - - ,  g ( x )  = 1 

1 +exp ( - 2 x )  
2 ~ g ( x )  = tanh (x) 
3 ~ g ( x )  = exp (x) (only used internally for Potts-nodes) 



MSTJN(4) 

MSTJN(5) 

MSTJN(6) 
MSTJN(7) 
MSTJN(8) 
MSTJN(9) 
MSTJN(IO+I) 
MSTJN(IO) 
MSTJN(II) 
MSTJN(12) 
MSTJN(13-20) 
MSTJN(21) 
MSTJN(22) 
MSTJN(23,24) 

MSTJN(25,26) 
MSTJN(27) 
MSTJN(28-30) 

MSTJN(31) 
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(D=O)  

( D = 0 )  

( D = 6 )  
(R) 
(I) 
( D =  100) 

( D = 1 6 )  
( D = 8 )  
( D = I )  
( D = 0 )  
( D = 0 )  
( D = 0 )  
( D = 0 )  

( D = 0 )  
( D = l )  
(D=O)  

( D = l )  

4 ~ g ( x )  = x 

5 ~ g (x)  = l +exvl(-2x) (only used internally for entropy error) 
error measure 
- 1  --, log-squared error: E = - ~ l n ( 1  - ( o -  t) 2) 
0 ~ summed square error: E = ½ ~ ( o  - t) 2 
1 ~ entropy error: E = ~ { ( 1  - t ) ln(1 - o) - t in (o)}  
>2 ~ Kullback error with Ports nodes of  dimension MSTJN(4) 
E = ~ , t l n ( t / o )  

updating procedure 
0 ~ normal updating 
1 ~ Manhattan updating 
2 ~ Langevin updating 
3 --* Quickprop updating 
4 ~ Conj. grad. u p d a t i n g -  Polak-Ribiere 
5 ~ Conj. grad. updating - Hestenes-Stiefel 
6 ~ Conj. grad. updating - Fletcher-Reeves 
7 --, Conj. grad. updating - Shanno 
8 ~ terminate Conj. grad. updating 
9 --* no updating 
10 ~ Scaled conj. grad. updating - Polak-Ribiere 
11 ---, Scaled conj. grad. updating - Hestenes-Stiefel 
12 --, Scaled conj. grad. updating - Fletcher-Reeves 
13 ~ Scaled conj. grad. updating - Shanno 
14 ~ terminate scaled conj. grad. updating 
15 ~ Rprop updating 
file number for output statistics 
number of  calls to JNTRAL 
initialization done 
number of  updates per epoch 
number of  nodes in layer I ( I = 0  --, input layer) 

pruning (> 0 --, on) 
saturation measure s ( #  0 --, on) 
(x,y)-geometry of  input field when using receptive fields 
< 0 ~ periodic boundary conditions 
see COMMON /JNINT3/ for further explanations 
(x,y)-geometry of  receptive fields 
number of  hidden nodes per receptive field 
bit-precision (0 ~ machine precision) for sigmoid 
functions (28), thresholds ( 2 9 ) a n d  weights (30) 
procedure for handling warnings 
0 ~ warnings are ignored 
1 ~ execution is terminated after MSTJN(32) warnings 
in any case, only MSTJN(32) warning messages are issued 
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MSTJN(32) 

MSTJN(33) 
MSTJN(34) 
MSTJN(35) 
MSTJN(36) 
MSTJN(37) 

MSTJN(38) (I) 
MSTJN(39) (I) 
MSTJN(40) 
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(D=10)  

(I) 
(I) 
(D=  10) 
(D=10)  
(I) 

maximum number of warning messages to be issued 
(see description above) 
code for latest warning issued by the program 
number of warnings issued by the program so far 
maximum number of iterations allowed in line search 
maximum number of allowed restarts for the line search 
current status of the line search 
0---, minimum found 
1 ---, searching for minimum 
number of restarts in QP/CG/SCG 
number of calls to JNHESS 
not used. 

Switches 2, 5, 6, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35 and 36 can be changed at any time by the user 

PARJN is a vector of parameters determining the performance of the feed-forward net: 
PARJN(1) 
PARJN(2) 
PARJN(3) 
PARJN(4) 

PARJN(5) 
PARJN(6) 
PARJN(7) 
PARJN(8) 
PAKJN(9) 
PARJN(IO) 
PARJN(ll) 

PARJN(12) 
PARJN(13) 
PARJN(14) 
PARJN(15) 
PARJN(16) 
PARJN(17) 
PARJN(18) 
PARJN(19) 
PARJN(20) 
PARJN(2i) 
PARJN(22) 
PARJN(23) 
PARJN(24) 
PARJN(25) 
PARJN(26) 
PARJN(27) 

(D=0.001) learning rate r/ 
(D=0.5)  momentum parameter 
(D = 1.0) overall inverse network temperature fl = 1 / T 
(D = 0.1 ) width 09 of initial weights 

> 0 -~ [-PARJN(4),PARJN(4) ] 
< 0 ---+ [O,-PARJN(4) ] 

(D=0.0)  weight decay parameter 2 
(D = 0.0) width a of Gaussian noise in Langevin updating 
(R) last error per node 
(R) mean error in last update 
(R) mean error last epoch (equal to MSTJN(9) updates) 
(R) weighted average error An used when pruning 
(D= 1.0) decrease in r/ (scale factor per epoch) 

> 0 --, "bold driver" dynamics 
< 0 --* geometric decrease 
decrease in momentum alpha (scale factor per epoch). 

(D=  1.0) decrease in temperature T (scale factor per epoch) 
(D=0.0)  pruning parameter 2 
(D=  10 -6) change A2 of 2 
(D=0.9)  parameter 7 used for calculation of PARJN(10) 
(D=0.9)  pruning rescaling factor c 
(D=  1.0) scale parameter 090 used in pruning 
(D=0.0)  target error D used in pruning 
(D= 1.0) decrease in Langevin noise (scale factor per epoch) 
(D = 1.75 ) maximum scale in QP updating 
(D=  1000.0) maximum allowed size of weights in QP 
(D=0.0)  constant added to g'(x) to avoid "fiat spot" in QP 
(D= 0.1 ) line search convergence parameter e 
(D=0.05)  tolerance ~ of minimum in line search 
(D = 0.001 ) minimum allowed change in error in line search 
(D=2.0)  maximum allowed step size in line search 



PARJN(28) 
PARJN(29) 
PARJN(30) 
PARJN(31) 
PARJN(32) 
PARJN(33) 
PARJN(34-40) 
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(D= 10 -4) constant e0 used in SCG for computing s 
(D= 10 -6 ) initial value for 2 in SCG 
(D= 1.2) scale-up factor 7+ used in Rprop 
(D=0.5)  scale-down factor 7- used in Rprop 
(D=50.0) maximum scale-up factor in Rprop 
(D = 10 -6) minimum scale-down factor in Rprop 

not used 
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All parameters can be changed at any time by the user. 

(See [ 1] for descriptions on switches MSTJM and parameters PARJM.) 
0IN is the vector used to pass the values of the input nodes to the program. 

0UT is a vector used both to pass the desired value of the output nodes to the program during 
supervised training and to pass the output produced by the network given an input pattern in 
OIN. 

• COMMON /JNDAT2/ 
YINV(I) 

IGFN(I) 

ETAL(I) 

WIDL(I) 

SATM (I) 

TINV(IO), IGFN (I0) ,ETAL (I0) ,WIDL (i0) ,SATM(IO) 
(D=0.0) if greater than 0.0, this value is used as inverse temperature fl 

in the sigmoid function for layer I, otherwise the overall inverse 
temperature PARJN(3) is used. Can be changed at any time by 
the user. 

(D = 0) if greater than 0, these switches determine the sigmoid function 
to be used in layer I, otherwise the overall function determined 
by MSTJN(3) is used. These switches are only active before the 
network is initialized with subroutine JNINIT. 

(D = 0.0) if greater than 0.0, this value is used for the learning rate r/for 
weights in weight layer I. The weights between input and first 
hidden layer is considered to be weight layer number one. Can 
be changed at any time by the user. 

(D = 0.0) if greater than 0.0, this value is used for the width 09 for initial 
weight values in weight layer I. 

(R) if MSTJN(22) # 0 this vector contains the average saturation 
of nodes in layer I. 

5.2.2. Internal common blocks 
• COMMON /JNINTI/ O(MAXV) ,A(MAXV) ,D(MAXV) ,T(MAXV) ,DT(MAXV) ,W(MAXM), 
DW (MAXM), NSELF (MAXM), NTSELF (MAXV), G (MAXM+MAXV), 
BDW (MAXM), ODT (MAXV), ETAV (MAXM+MAXV) 
/JNINTI/contains weight and node vectors for the net. Node vectors are O, A, D, T, DT, NTSELF and 
0DT. Weight vectors are W, DW, NSELF, G, 0DW and ETAV. The default dimensions for these vectors 
are MAXV = 2000 and MAXM = 150000. 
O(I) current value of node I in the network, does not include the input units 
A(I) current value of the summed input ai to node I 
D (I) current value of the Ji at node I 
T(1) current value of the threshold Oi (see Eq. (1)) at node I 
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DT(I) 
W(IW) 
DW(IW) 
NSELF(IW) 

NTSELF(I) 

G(IW) 
0DW(IW) 
0DT(I) 
ETAV(IW) 
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current value of the update AOi for the threshold at node I 
current value for weight with index IW 
current value of the update for weight with index rw 
switches for updating weight with index Iw 
0 ~ do not update 
1 --, update 
for self-organizing map, NSELF is equivalent to the vector NBHD 
switches for updating threshold for node I. 
0 ---, do not update 
1 ~ update 
temporary weight and threshold vector used in CG, SCG and QP 
stores old weight gradient in CG, SCG, QP and Rprop 
stores old threshold gradient in CG, SCG, QP and Rprop 
individual learning rates used in Rprop 

• COMMON /JNINT2/ M(0:I0),MV0(II),MMO(II),NG(IO),NL,IPOTT,ERI,ER2,SM(IO),ICPON 
/JNINT2/ contains pointers and internal switches for the feed-forward network. 
M(I) number of nodes in layer I ( I = 0  ~ input layer) 
MV0(I) offset index for node vectors - tells the index in the node vectors for the 

last node in layer (I-  1 ) 
MM0(I) offset index for weight vectors - tells the index in the weight vectors for 

the last weight going from layer (I-1 ) 
NG (I) activation function g (x) for layer I 
NL number of layers except input layer 
IPOTT switch for use of Potts units 

IPOTT = dimension of Ports units 
ER1, ER2 internal variables used for calculating PARJN(7-9) 
SM(I) internal variable used for calculating saturation measures 
ICPON switch for precision chopping 

1 ~ o n  

• COMMON / JNINT3/ NXIN, NYIN, NXRF, NYRF, NXNRF, NYHRF NHRF, NRFW, NHPRF 
/JNINT3/ common block for receptive fields indices. 
NXIN x-width of input field (if negative ~ periodic boundary) 

set from MSTJN(23) 
NYIN y-height of input-field (if negative ~ periodic boundary) 

set from MSTJN(24) 
NXRF x-width of the receptive field - set from MSTJN(25) 
NYRF y-height of receptive field - set from MSTJN(26) 
NXHRF number of overlapping receptive field in x-direction 
NYHKF number of overlapping receptive fields in y-direction 
NHRF total number of receptive fields 
NRFW number of weights per receptive field 
NHPRF number of nodes per receptive field - set from MSTJN(27) 

If NHPRF is negative, weights from equivalent receptive field nodes in the 
first hidden layer to each node in the second hidden layer are shared. 
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The geometry of  the receptive fields is defined as follows: The input nodes are assumed to be 
organized in a plane of  NXIN*NYIN nodes (with periodic boundaries ifNXIN or NYIN are negative). 
Note that the coordinates ( Ix , IY) corresponds to input node number IN=(IX-1)*NYIN+IY. Each 
receptive field node in the first hidden layer scan an area of  NXRF,NYRF input nodes. 

• COMMON /JNINT4/ ILINON,NC,G2,NIT,ERRLN(0:3) ,DERRLN,STEPLN(0:3), 
STEPMN, ERRMN, IEVAL, ISUCC, ICUKVE, NSC, GVEC2 
/JNINT4/ common block for CG line search parameters and SCG parameters. 
ILINON switch that tells the current status of  the line search. 

0 - ~  off 
1 ~ on and trying to bracket the minimum 
- 1  --, on and looking for the minimum (knowing that its been bracketed) 

NC number of  steps taken in CG minimization 
G2 squared magnitude of  the vectors DW(IW) and DT(I) 
NIT number of  calls to the line search (along current direction) 
ERRLN(I) stored errors used in line search 

I = 0 --~ current error 
I>0  ~ previous errors 

DEB/tLN gradient along search direction at initial point 
STEPLN (I) coordinates, relative to current position, for previous points corresponding 

to ERRLN (I) 
STEPMN position, relative to current point, of  best minimum so far 
ERRMN minimum error so far 
IEVAL switch for the comparison parameter in SCG training 

0 --, do not compute the comparison parameter 
1 --, compute the comparison parameter 

ISUCC switch that tells if  a successful step was made in the SCG algorithm 
> 0 --, successful step 

ICU1WE switch to tell whether curvature information exists or not - used in the 
SCG algorithm. 
0 --, curvature information does not exist 
1 ~ curvature information exists 

NSC number of  attempted steps in the SCG algorithm 
GVEC2 squared magnitude of  the vector ~(IW) 

• COMMON /JNINT5/ D2E(MAXD2E,MAXD2E) 
/JNINTS/ common block used to store the Hessian matrix. 
D2E (IW, IW) the Hessian matrix 

• COMMON /JNSIGM/ GPJN(MAXV),GPPJN(MAXV) 
/JNSIGM/ common block containing first and second derivatives of  the activation function g (x).  
They are computed when the function GJN is called. 
GPJN (I)  first derivative g' (x) 
GPPJN (I)  second derivative g "  ( x )  
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6. Restrictions and technical information 

JETNET 3.0 includes a "test deck" subroutine called JNTDEC. If you call this subroutine, it will 
test JETNET 3.0 automatically. 

The maximum number of layers in JETNET 3,0 is 11, including the input layer, although it is 
very difficult to find a situation where more than 4 is needed. 

The maximum number of  input nodes is 1000. This can be changed by changing the parameter 
MAXI in the PARAMETER statement in each routine. 

The max,mum number of output nodes is 1000. This can be changed by changing the parameter 
MAX0 in the PARAMETER statement in each routine. 

The maximum total number of nodes is 2000 (not including the input nodes). This can be 
changed by changing the parameter MAXV in the PARAMETER statement in each routine. 

The max,mum total number of weights is 150000. This can be changed by changing the parameter 
MAXM in the PARAMETER statement in each routine. 

The max,mum size of the Hessian matrix is 300 x 300. This can be changed by changing the 
parameter MAXD2E in all relevant PARAMETER statements. 

The code is written entirely in FORTRAN 77. All subroutine and common block names start 
with the characters JN or JM, except for the functions GAUSJN, GJM, GJN, EILRJN and RJN. 

7. Sample program 

This sample program is the subroutine JNTDEC. It demonstrates how all t ra in ing~gor i thms are 
used. 

SUBROUTINE JNTDEC(METHOD) 
C...JetNet subroutine Test-DECk 

C...Runs a test-program using data from two overlapping Gaussian 
C...distributions in the input space. The test-program uses the 
C...method specified by METHOD, with values corresponding to the 
C...switch MSTJN(5). 

PARAMETER(MAXI=IOOO,MAXO=IO00) 

COMMON /JNDATI/ MSTJN(40),PARJN(40),MSTJM(20),PARJM(20), 
& OIN(MAXI),OUT(MAXO),MXNDJM 
SAVE /JNDATI/ 

PARAMETER(INDIM=5,HIDDEN=IO,NTRAIN=5OOO,NTEST=IOOOO,NEPOCH=IO0) 
PARAMETER(WIDI=I.,WIDR=2.,XI=O.OO,BAYES=85.2) 
DIMENSION TIN(NTRAIN+NTEST,INDIM),TOUT(NTRAIN+NTEST) 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),600) 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),610)INDIM 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),620)WIDI,WID2 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),621)XI 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),*) 
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C...Generate data: 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),625) 
DO 100 IPAT=I,NTRAIN+NTEST 

IDUM=IPAT 
IF (KJN(IDUM).GT.O.5) THEN 
DO II0 I=I,INDIM 

TIN(IPAT,I)=WIDI*GAUSJN(IDUM) 
110 CONTINUE 

TOUT(IPAT)=I.0 
ELSE 

TIN(IPAT,1)=WID2*GAUSJN(IDUM)+XI 
DO 120 I=2,INDIM 

TIN(IPAT,I)=WID2*GAUSJN(IDUM) 
120 CONTINUE 

TDUT(IPAT)=O.O 
ENDIF 

i00 CONTINUE 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),626) 

C...Set network architecture: MSTJN(1)-layered network with 
C...MSTJN(II) hidden nodes, MSTJN(12) output nodes and 
C...MSTJN(IO) inputs. 

MSTJN(1)=3 
MSTJN(IO)=INDIM 
MSTJN(ll)=HIDDEN 
MSTJN(12)=I 

C...Set siEmoid function: 
MSTJN(3)=I 

C...Initial width of weights: 
PAKJN(4)=O.5 

C...Choose updating method 
MSTJN(5)=METHOD 
IF ((MSTJN(5).EQ.8).OR.(MSTJN(5).EQ.9).OR.(MSTJN(5).EQ.14).OR. 

&(MSTJN(5).LT.O).OR.(MSTJN(5).GT.15)) THEN 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),660) 
STOP 0 

ENDIF 

C...Initialize network: 
CALL JNINIT 

C...Set parameters suitable for the given method of updatin E 
IF (MSTJN(5).EQ.O) THEN 

C...Normal Backprop 
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PARJN(1)=2.0 
PARJN(2)=0.5 
PARJN(II)=0.999 

ELSEIF (MSTJN(5).EQ.I) THEN 
C...Manhattan 

PARJN(1)=O.05 
PARJN(2)=0.5 
PARJN(II)=-0.99 

ELSEIF (MSTJN(5).EQ.2) THEN 
C...Lsmgevin 

PARJN(1)=I.O 
PARJN(2)=0.5 
PARJN(6)=0.01 
PARJN(II)=0.999 
PARJN(20)=0.99 

ELSEIF (MSTJN(5).EQ.3) THEN 
C...Quickprop 

PARJN(1)=2.0 
PARJN(2)=O.O 
PARJN(6)=O.O 
PARJN(II)=I.O 
PARJN(20)=I.O 
MSTJN(2)=NTKAIN 

ELSEIF ((MSTJN(5).GE.4).AND.(MSTJN(5).LE.7)) THEN 
C...Conjugate Gradient 

PARJN(1)=I.O 
MSTJN(2)=NTKAIN 

ELSEIF ((MSTJN(5).GE.IO).AND.(MSTJN(5).LE.13)) THEN 
C...Scaled Conjugate Gradient 

MSTJN(2)=NTBAIN 
ELSEIF (MSTJN(5).EQ.15) THEN 

C...Rprop 
PARJN(1)=I.O 
MSTJN(2)=NTKAIN 

ENDIF 

C...Define the size of one epoch. Note that for batch training, the 
C...number of patterns per update, MSTJN(2), must be set to the 
C...total number of training patterns, and hence MSTJN(9), the 
C...number of updates per epoch must be set to one. 

MSTJN(9)=MAX(1,NTKAIN/MSTJN(2)) 

C...Other parameters keep their default values. 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),*) 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),630) 

TESTMX=0.0 
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TRNMX=O.O 
C...Main loop over epochs: 

DO 300 IEPOCH=I,NEPOCH 

C...Training loop: 
NRIGHT=O 
DO 310 IP=I,NTKAIN 

IF (MSTJN(5).LE.2) THEN 
C...Note that for non-batch training it is often a good idea to pick 
C...training patterns at random 

IPAT=INT(RJN(IP)*FLOAT(NTKAIN))+I 
ELSE 

IPAT=IP 
ENDIF 

C...Put pattern into OIN: 
DO 320 I=I,MSTJN(IO) 

DIN(I)=TIN(IPAT,I) 
320 CONTINUE 
C...Put target output value into OUT: 

OUT(1)=TOUT(IPAT) 

C...Invoke training algorithm: 
CALL JNTRAL 

C...Calculate performance on trainin E set: 
IF (ABS(OUT(1)-TOUT(IPAT)).LT.O.5) NRIGHT=NRIGHT+I 

310 CONTINUE 
TKAIN=FLOAT(NRIGHT)/FLOAT(NTKAIN) 

IF (MOD(IEPOCH,IO).EQ.O) THEN 
C . . . T e s t i n g  loop:  

NRIGHT=O 
DO 330 IPAT=NTRAIN+I,NTRAIN+NTEST 

C...Put pattern into OIN: 
DO 340 I=I,MSTJN(IO) 

OIN(I)=TIN(IPAT,I) 
340 CONTINUE 

C...Get network output: 
CALL JNTEST 

C...Calculate performance on test set (=generalization): 
IF (ABS(OUT(1)-TOUT(IPAT)).LT.O.5) NRIGHT=NRIGHT+I 

330 CONTINUE 
TEST=FLOAT(NRIGHT)/FLOAT(NTEST) 
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IF ((MSTJN(5).GT.3).AND.(MSTJN(5).LT.15)) THEN 
IF (TEST.GT.TESTMX) TESTMX=TEST 
IF (TRAIN.GT.TP~MX) TRNMX=TRAIN 
TEST=TESTMX 
TRAIN=TILNMX 

ENDIF 

C...Display performance: 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),640)IEPOCH,TRAIN,TEST 

ENDIF 

C...Terminate CG and SCG training: 
IF (IEPOCH.EQ.NEPOCH-1) THEN 

IF ((MSTJN(5).GT.3).AND.(MSTJN(5).LT.15)) THEN 
IF (MSTJN(5).LT.9) THEN 

MSTJN(5)=8 
ELSE 

MSTJN(5)=14 
ENDIF 
TR/~MX=O.O 
TESTMX=O.O 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

300 CONTINUE 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),*) 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),650)BAYES 
IF (METHOD.EQ.O) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),670) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.I) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),680) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.2) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),690) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.3) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),700) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.4) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),710) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.5) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),720) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EO.6) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),730) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.7) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),740) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.IO) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),750) 
ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.II) THEN 

WRITE(MSTJN(6),760) 
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ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.12) THEN 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),770) 

ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.13) THEN 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),780) 

ELSEIF (METHOD.EQ.15) THEN 
WRITE(MSTJN(6),790) 

ENDIF 

600 FORMAT(31X,'JETNET Test-Deck') 
610 FORMAT(15X,'Two overlapping Gaussian distributions in ', 

&I2,' dimensions.') 
620 FORMAT(15X,'Their standard deviations are ',F3.1,' and ',F3.1) 
621 FORMAT(15X,'Their mean values are separated by ',F4.2) 
625 FORMAT(15X,'Generating training and test patterns...') 
626 FORMAT(15X,'...done generating data.') 
630 FORMAT(' Epoch / Training / General. ') 
640 FORMAT(I8,2X,2(' /',F9.3,2X)) 
650 FORMAT(' The optimal generalization performance is ',F4.1,'~') 
660 FORMAT(' Undefined training algorithm in call to JNTDEC') 
670 FORMAT(' Backprop should reach (81.0 +- 2.2)~ in 100 epochs') 
680 FORMAT(' Manhattan should reach (84.3 +- 0.6)~ in I00 epochs') 
690 FORMAT(' Langevin should reach (82.9 +- 1.8)~ in 100 epochs') 
700 FORMAT(' Quickprop should reach (82.8 +- 8.8)~ in i00 epochs') 
710 FORMAT(' Polak-Kibiere CG should reach (79.0 +- 7.0)~ in 100', 

&' epochs') 
720 FORMAT(' Hestenes-Stiefel CG should reach (79.8 +- 5.6)~ in 100', 

&' epochs') 
730 FORMAT(' Fletcher-Reeves CG should reach (79.6 +- 5.6)~ in 100', 

&' epochs') 
740 FORMAT(' Shanno CG should reach (71.7 +- ii.6)~ in I00 epochs') 
750 FORMAT(' Polak-Kibiere SCG should reach (84.0 +- 1.6)~ in I00', 

&' epochs') 
760 FORMAT(' Hestenes-Stiefel SCG should reach (84.1 +- 2.6)~ in i00', 

&' epochs') 
770 FORMAT(' Fletcher-Reeves SCG should reach (81.4 +- 5.2)~ in I00', 

&' epochs') 
780 FORMAT(' Shanno SCG should reach (70.7 +- 8.1)~ in 100 epochs') 
790 FORMAT(' Rprop should reach (83.5 +- 2.2)~ in i00 epochs') 

RETURN 

C**** END OF JNTDEC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
END 
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